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Analog optical signal processing of complex radio-frequency signals for range-Doppler radar information
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and off-the-shelf photonic components. A model of the range-Doppler processing capability of the memory
material for the case of single-target detection is presented. Radarlike signals were emulated and
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1. Introduction

High-purity crystals activated with rare-earth do-
pant ions have shown promise for wide-bandwidth
analog optical signal processing (AOSP) applications,
including radio-frequency (RF) signal processing,1–4

RF spectrum analysis,5,6 and the generation of both
true time delays7 and arbitrary optical waveforms,8
among others. These spatial–spectral (S2) optical
memory materials feature large absorption band-
widths �100 GHz and time–bandwidth products
�106; long coherence times �10 ms; memory persis-
tence times of several milliseconds; and a large dy-
namic range owing to the atomic absorption, which
can exceed that of the external measurement appa-
ratus that surrounds the S2 material. For RF signal
processing applications, high-bandwidth electronic
signals on RF carriers are modulated directly onto an
optical carrier (upconversion) and then irradiate the
S2 material for processing. The crystal performs sig-
nal processing by holographic recording of a S2 grat-
ing that contains the power spectrum of an input
light sequence.1 This AOSP approach to RF signal
processing offers distinct advantages over conven-

tional electronic techniques, as no RF downconver-
sion stages or high-bandwidth analog-to-digital
converters are needed or used.

This paper presents both an experimental demon-
stration and a theoretical treatment of range-Doppler
radar signal processing using optical memory mate-
rials; this has been previously proposed but not dem-
onstrated.1,2 Section 2 is an overview of the general
device design and features. A theoretical model of
range-Doppler processing is then presented in Sec-
tion 3. Finally, details of an experimental demonstra-
tion of the range-Doppler processing capabilities are
reported in Section 4.

2. Technology Description

A. Background on Radar Signal Processing

Consider a monostatic pulsed radar system depicted
in Fig. 1, where a fixed antenna is used for both
transmit and receive signals. A signal generator cre-
ates broadband pulses at a pulse repetition interval
TR that are modulated onto a RF carrier fRF and used
to measure the range and speed of targets relative to
the antenna. The antenna transmits the Tx signal
and a target backscatters the signal toward the an-
tenna where it is later received. The return signal is
attenuated, delayed, Doppler shifted, and can be ob-
scured by both broadband noise and narrowband
jammer tones. The range resolution of the radar is
increased by using broadband transmit signals1; us-
ing appropriate spread-spectrum waveforms in-
creases processing gain and lowers the sidelobes of
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the range-Doppler ambiguity function. Each return
signal is processed by cross correlation—or matched
filtering—with a properly timed replica of the trans-
mit signal. The correlation yields the time delay �
between the transmitted and the received wave-
forms; in turn the target’s range R � c��2 is mea-
sured, where c is the speed of the radiation. Doppler
shifts fD � ��2���c�fRF on the RF carrier of the re-
turn(s) are revealed by coherently integrating
transmit–receive pairs (shots), allowing ��, the com-
ponent of the target’s velocity normal to the trans-
mitted wavefront, to be measured. Integration of
many coherent shots over time also increases the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the measured range-
Doppler ambiguity function and increases Doppler
resolution. Doppler frequencies alias at the pulse rep-
etition frequency (PRF), where PRF � 1�TR.9,10

B. Range-Doppler Signal Processing with
Spatial-Spectral Materials

Figure 1 also shows a simple schematic of a spatial–
spectral coherent holographic integrating processor
(S2CHIP)1–5 operating as a range-Doppler radar pro-
cessor. For optical processing of radar signals, a rep-
lica of the transmitted signal—reference signal—and
the return signal are modulated onto a frequency-
stabilized optical carrier; two electro-optical modula-
tors, Tx modulator and Rx modulator, upconvert the
reference and return signals, respectively, from the
RF domain to the optical domain. For optimal
matched filtering, the conversion of the reference
waveform can include appropriate timing and predis-
tortion.

The two optical beams are overlapped in a volume
of the S2 material (i.e., a spatial channel) with a
small angle between them using a phase-matched
crossed-beam geometry. The frequency of the optical
carrier is tuned to the transition resonance of the S2
material. The material records both the spatial and
the spectral interferences of the optical waveforms,
storing them as an analog frequency- and position-

dependent atomic population grating—a so-called S2
holographic grating. This hologram contains both
amplitude and phase information about the recorded
signals, which in this case depend upon the delay and
Doppler shift of the return signals relative to the
reference signals. Grating formation is not dependent
on the modulation format, and thus the S2CHIP can
be used to process amplitude, frequency, and�or
phase-modulated signals. For a collinear geometry
(zero angle between the beams), the grating is spec-
tral only.

The rare-earth electronic states store the relative
phase of the reference and return signals; this en-
ables coherent integration of multiple processing re-
sults. A Doppler shift of the return signal’s RF carrier
causes a linear phase slippage of the return signal
relative to the reference signal. If the total phase
slippage during the processor integration time accu-
mulates to an integer multiple of 2�, the grating
amplitude integrates to zero. However, the phase dif-
ference between the reference and return signals can
be partially or fully compensated by frequency shift-
ing the optical carrier of the reference. If this com-
pensating frequency shift equals the Doppler shift of
the return signal, then a full amplitude grating re-
sults.

All Doppler shifts of interest can be probed simul-
taneously using a bank of compensating frequency
shifts. As an example, the return can be processed
in distinct S2 crystal volumes, each irradiated by its
own frequency-shifted reference laser beam. The
Doppler ambiguity function is thus resolved using a
bank of matched filters as in conventional Doppler
radar processing. Each such Doppler bin is centered
about its compensating frequency shift fC and de-
tects a speed �� � ��cfC�2fRF� with a detection band-
width that is inversely proportional to the integration
time. The Doppler frequencies that could be mea-
sured unambiguously (without aliasing) are ulti-
mately limited by the system PRF and would be equal
to the number of Doppler bins—the number of filters
in the bank—times the interbin frequency spacing.
Doppler bins that are adjacent in frequency resolve
the Doppler profile of a detected target. Thus the
complete range-Doppler ambiguity function is re-
corded in an array of spatial channels in the S2 ma-
terial.

C. S2CHIP Readout

Long-lived population storage in the rare-earth elec-
tronic state allows subsequent operations such as
readout of the integrated S2 gratings containing the
signal processing results. During the time that the
integrated gratings persist, they can be read by an
appropriate spectral scan within the crystal ab-
sorption band using an optical linear frequency-
modulated (LFM) waveform—a chirped pulse. When
an angled-beam geometry is used, the chirped pulse
can be applied to the S2 material along the same
direction as either the reference or return beam,
which is advantageous to spatially separate the de-
sired signal from higher-order intermodulation prod-

Fig. 1. Schematic of the S2CHIP device used as a range-Doppler
radar signal processor. Tx, transmit; Rx, receive; FM, frequency
modulator; ADC, analog-to-digital converter; DSP, digital signal
processor.
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ucts.11 In a collinear geometry (demonstrated in
Section 4), the readout chirp is applied along the
same direction as both the reference and the return
beams. In either geometry, this readout technique
maps the spectral grating amplitude and periodicity
onto the pulse envelope of the transmitted optical
chirp in the form of a temporal analog modulation.11

The relatively low bandwidth of this modulation
eliminates the need for high-bandwidth optical-to-
electronic conversion and leverages use of mature,
inexpensive photodetectors and analog-to-digital con-
verters. The power spectral density (PSD) of the os-
cillation on a readout chirp provides the range
ambiguity function of the target for a given Doppler
bin. The full range-Doppler ambiguity function is ob-
tained by compiling the range profiles from all Dopp-
ler bins.

3. Theory for Range-Doppler Processing

The following analysis concentrates on the range-
Doppler processing capabilities of the S2CHIP device
and ignores the effects of noise.10 We consider a set of
J binary pseudorandom noise (PN) spread-spectrum
(SS) sequences, mj�t��, where j � 1, . . . , J. These sig-
nals were generated and used in the demonstration
that will be presented. For other modulation formats,
similar analyses would apply. The jth PN SS se-
quence can be written as

mj(t�) � �
n�1

N

an
jc�t� �

n
RB

�, (1)

where an
j � �1 are the binary elements in the jth

code, n is the bit index up to a maximum value of
N, and c�t�� is a normalized bit shape. Note that
mj�t�� is nonzero only from roughly t� � 0 to t� � �N
� 1��RB. In RF signal processing parlance, RB is the
chip rate and here coincides with the bit rate because
of use of binary sequences. To produce the transmit-
ted signals, the waveforms are modulated onto a RF
carrier. The voltage representing the sequence of
transmitted waveforms is

VT(t) � �
j�0

J�1

Vj
T(t), (2)

where

Vj
T(t) � mj(t � jTR)cos(	RFt � 
j), (3)

which represents binary phase-shift key (BPSK)
modulation of the RF carrier frequency 	RF � 2�fRF
(note that angular frequencies are denoted as � and
cyclic frequencies are f throughout). The phase factor

j takes into account any shot-to-shot phase jitter in
the signal generators and modulators.

The transmitted signals can be scattered by targets
back to the radar antenna. Multiple target returns
are possible in practice, each uniquely attenuated,
Doppler shifted, and delayed; the following analysis

considers returns from a single target. The voltage
representing the sequence of received return signals
is

VR(t) � �
j�0

J�1

Vj
R(t), (4)

where

Vj
R(t) � �mj�t �

2(R0 � ��t)
c � jTR	

� cos
	RF�t �
2(R0 � ��t)

c 	� 
j�, (5)

where � is a relative attenuation factor. It is the goal
of the radar signal processing system to measure this
target’s range R0 at t � 0 and longitudinal velocity ��.
For speeds �� �� �c�RB, J, TR�, the compression and
shift of the pattern due to the target movement can be
ignored and the jth return signal can be expressed as

Vj
R(t) � �mj(t � � � jTR)cos[(	RF � 	D)t � 
� � 
j]. (6)

The phase term 
� � 2R0	RF�c is the phase at t � 0 of
the delayed return signal that arrives at the antenna
at time � after the corresponding transmit signal is
sent. Here R0 is the distance from the antenna to the
target at t � 0. This phase factor may also include
any phase shift introduced during reflection from the
target.

An electro-optical phase modulator (EOPM) can be
used to modulate the electrical signal VR�t� onto an
optical carrier 	L as

ER(t) � ER exp{i[	Lt � VR(t)]} � c.c., (7)

where � is a linear electro-optic conversion coefficient
and ER is the amplitude of the optical field that car-
ries the return signal. As described above, two
EOPMs could be used—one each for the reference
and return signals—to create the two optical beams
using a common coherent optical source. To perform
Doppler processing, a transmit waveform is modu-
lated onto an optical carrier that is frequency shifted
by 	C with respect to the optical carrier of the return
signal. The optical field that carries the replica trans-
mit (reference) signal is

ET(t; 	C) � ET exp{i[(	L � 	C)t � 
c � VT(t)]} � c.c.,
(8)

where 
c is a phase shift that may have been intro-
duced by the frequency shifter. The Doppler ambigu-
ity function is resolved using a large array of such
reference waveforms. Each is shifted by a unique
compensation frequency 	C chosen to detect a partic-
ular speed �� � ��c	C�2	RF� and separately inter-
fered with the return signals. If the EOPM is driven
linearly by the transmit and return signals (that is,
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if |VT�t�| �� � and |VR�t�| �� �), then the two
fields can be approximated as

ET(t; 	C) � ET[1 � iVT(t)]exp[i(	L � 	C)t � i
c]
� c.c., (9)

ER(t) � ER[1 � iVR(t)]exp(i	Lt) � c.c. (10)

The frequency bands of interest are around 	L

� 	RF, and the dc components of the two phase terms

burn deep spectral holes at 	L � 	C and 	L, which can
be dropped from the analysis. Keeping track of the
positive optical frequencies only (i.e., dropping the
complex conjugate), the complex optical field carrying
the transmit waveform becomes

ET(t; 	c, J) � �
j�0

J�1

iETmj(t � jTR)cos(	RFt � 
j)

� exp[i(	L � 	C)t � i
c]

�
1
2 �

j�0

J�1

iETmj(t � jTR)

� � exp{i[(	L � 	RF � 	C)t � 
j � 
c]}
� exp{i[(	L � 	RF � 	C)t � 
j � 
c]}�.

(11)

In each term in the summation over j, the phase
factor 	Ct can be replaced by 	CjTR, provided that
�N�Rb�	C �� �, yielding

ET(t; 	c, J) �
1
2 �

j�0

J�1

iETmj(t � jTR)

� �exp{i[(	L � 	RF)t � j	CTR � 
j � 
c]}
� exp{i[(	L � 	RF)t � j	CTR � 
j � 
c]}�. (12)

Similarly for the return signal,

ER(t; J) �
1
2 �

j�0

J�1

i�ERmj(t � � � jTR)

� �exp{i[(	L � 	RF)t � j	DTR � 
� � 
j]}
� exp{i[(	L � 	RF)t � j	DTR � 
� � 
j]}�.

(13)

The Fourier transforms of these two signals are

where � above the variable denotes the Fourier
transform of the corresponding temporal function.

When the optical beams carrying the reference and
return signals are interfered in the crystal in a
crossed-beam configuration, the S2 interference will
be

G(	; 	C, J) � ẼT(	; 	C, J)*ẼR(	; J)
� exp[�i(kR � kT) · r] � c.c., (16)

where kT and kR are the wave vectors for the optical
beams carrying the transmit and return waveforms.
This interference will burn a S2 grating in the pop-
ulation distribution of the S2 material. The coherence
time T2 of the rare-earth electronic transition func-
tions as a low-pass filter rejecting high spectral fre-
quencies �TR

�1 produced by interference between
consecutive shots. When TR �� T2, only terms with
equal j will contribute to the grating.

The S2 material also records the power spectrum of
both the transmit and the return signals, which is not
accounted for in G�	; 	C, J�. The resulting S2 grating
term of interest is

ẼT(	; 	C, J) �
1
2 �

j�0

J�1

iET � m̃j(	 � 	L � 	RF)exp{i[(�	 � 	L � 	RF � 	C)jTR � 
j � 
c]}
� m̃j(	 � 	L � 	RF)exp{i[(�	 � 	L � 	RF � 	C)jTR � 
j � 
c]}�, (14)

ẼR(	; J) �
1
2 �

j�0

J�1

i�ER� m̃j(	 � 	L � 	RF)exp
i�(�	 � 	L � 	RF)�
� (�	 � 	L � 	RF � 	D)jTR � 
� � 
j

	�
�m̃j(	 � 	L � 	RF)exp
i�(�	 � 	L � 	RF)�

� (�	 � 	L � 	RF � 	D)jTR � 
� � 
j
	�, (15)

G(	; 	C, J) �
1
4 �

j�0

J�1

�2ERET

� � |m̃j(	 � 	L � 	RF)|2exp{i[�(	 � 	L � 	RF)� � (	C � 	D)jTR � 
� � 
c � (kR � kT) · r]}
�|m̃j(	 � 	L � 	RF)|2exp{i[�(	 � 	L � 	RF)� � (	D � 	C)jTR � 
� � 
c � (kR � kT) · r]}�� c.c.

(17)
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Note that the shot-to-shot phase jitter in the trans-
mitter cancels out. The phase factors due to the target
reflection and the frequency shift carry through.

Although each PN SS sequence mj�t�� is generally
unique, its power spectrum is assumed to be roughly
the same as all others used, i.e., |m̃j�	�|2 �
|m̃�	�|2. It is also assumed that the power spectra of
the PN SS sequences are constant across a band-
width equal to the bit rate RB. Gathering the terms
that depend on j yields

G(	; 	C, J) �
�2

4 ERET|m̃(	 � 	L � 	RF)|2

� exp{i[�(	 � 	L � 	RF)� � 
� � 
c

� (kR � kT) · r]}

� �
j�0

J�1

exp[�i(	C � 	D)jTR] � c.c.

�
�2

4 ERET|m̃(	 � 	L � 	RF)|2

� exp {i[�(	 � 	L � 	RF)� � 
� � 
c

� (kR � kT) · r]}

� �
j�0

J�1

exp��i(	C � 	D) jTR� � c.c. (18)

Using the mathematical identity,

�
k�0

n�1

exp(iak) � exp[ia(n � 1)�2]
sin(an�2)
sin(a�2) , (19)

then gathering complex exponential terms, and re-
taining only the real part, this becomes

G(	; 	C, J) �
�2

2 ERET|m̃(	 � 	L � 	RF)|2

�

sin�JTR

2 (	C � 	D)	
sin�TR

2 (	C � 	D)	
� cos��(	 � 	L � 	RF)� � 
� � 
c

� (kR � kT) · r �
TR(J � 1)

2 (	C � 	D)	
�

�2

2 ERET|m̃(	 � 	L � 	RF)|2

�

sin�JTR

2 (	C � 	D)	
sin�TR

2 (	C � 	D)	
� cos��(	 � 	L � 	RF)� � 
� � 
c

� (kR � kT) · r �
TR(J � 1)

2 (	C � 	D)	.
(20)

This function represents two gratings: one burned at
the upper sideband �	L � 	RF� and one burned at the
lower sideband �	L � 	RF�. The difference between
the gratings is that the upper sideband is maximal
when 	D � 	C and the lower sideband is maximal
when 	D � �	C. If 	C is positive, the upper sideband
detects approaching targets and the lower sideband
detects withdrawing targets. Employing an array of
Doppler bins, each using a unique 	C to simulta-
neously process the return(s), the Doppler shift of the
target can be measured to a resolution of roughly
1�JTR.3

If the processing beams are collinear kT � kR, then
the gratings can be probed along the same direction
to obtain the intensity-modulated outputs.3 In the
case of processing with noncollinear beams, the grat-
ing is read out by probing it along the kT direction and
using heterodyne detection with the diffracted beam
that emerges along the kR direction.3 A PSD of either
of these readout signals, normalized by the chirp rate
of the readout chirp used, will yield the delay profile
and in turn the range of the target. In the collinear
geometry, the power spectra of the coded waveforms
are also probed.

4. Experimental Demonstration

Previous experiments1–4 have shown the ability of
S2CHIP technology to extract range information
from multigigahertz signals with high dynamic
range, both at baseband and on a RF carrier. The
experiments presented here demonstrate the com-
bined capabilities of S2CHIP to process range and
Doppler radar signals.

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the experimental
demonstrator using a collinear beam geometry. An
Advantest D3186 pulse pattern generator (PPG1)
created the SS sequences that consisted of 1.0 Gbit�s
baseband PN codes of 512 bits (512 ns duration),
where a unique code was used for each shot. These
signals were low-pass filtered at 1 GHz, and a Tele-
tech MD36A double-balanced mixer was used to mix
them onto a 1.9 GHz carrier, created by an Agilent
E4432A signal generator (LO1). The modulation
spectrum, shown in Fig. 3, of this BPSK RF signal
was collected by a RF spectrum analyzer in
maximum-hold mode, at 1 MHz resolution band-
width, with the signals repeated for several seconds.
During the interval between each PN SS sequence,
hardware limitations made it necessary to set the
pulse pattern generator to produce an alternating bit
pattern ��1, �1, �1, �1, . . .�; this produced the in-
tense narrow spikes evident in the modulation spec-
trum and burned deep narrow holes in the spectral
grating. These regions of spectral grating were
avoided during readout as described below. An iden-
tical set of equipment mimicked the return radar
signals; the sequences generated by PPG2 were
mixed onto the carrier generated by LO2, which was
tuned to 1.9 GHz plus the emulated Doppler shift fD.
A delay of � � 1.0 �s between the transmit and the
receive waveforms was kept constant by the timing
electronics internal to the two pulse pattern genera-
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tors. For a moving target, this is equivalent to a sys-
tem where the timing of the reference waveform is
shifted on each shot to compensate for the change in
range between shots. Since the range shift per shot is
proportional to velocity, each Doppler bin has a
matching compensating delay shift. Transmit and re-
ceive pairs were created at a PRF of 100 kHz over a
7.45 ms integration time for a total of 745 shots. Tim-
ing diagrams of these signals are shown in Fig. 4.

The top two traces in Fig. 4 show the relative tim-
ing of transmit and return signals. The reference and
return were combined as illustrated in the third trace
of Fig. 4, amplified,12 and used to drive the EOPM,
which modulated them onto an optical carrier. A Co-
herent MBR110 Ti:SAF laser (denoted as LASER in
Fig. 2) generated the optical carrier; this was stabi-

lized to a transient regenerative spectral hole13 at
793.38 nm in a Tm:YAG crystal (0.1 atomic doping
percent) held at 4 K in a helium bath cryostat. An
acousto-optical frequency shifter (AOM1) performed
optical Doppler compensation by shifting the fre-
quency of the reference signals relative to the return
signals by fC; the bottom diagram of Fig. 4 illustrates
the frequency shifts that AOM1 imparted to the op-
tical beam. During the time intervals that the return
signals were present in AOM1, the arbitrary wave-
form generator (AWG1) drove AOM1 at its design
frequency f0; likewise the design frequency plus a
Doppler compensation frequency fC was used when
the transmit signals were present. A unique, bin-
defining compensation frequency was used for each
Doppler bin used for processing. Correlation and in-
tegration of the optical signal carrying the Doppler-
compensated transmit and receive shots were carried
out within the same Tm:YAG crystal used for laser
stabilization. The volume illuminated for processing
had a diameter of �100 �m corresponding to the 1�e2

laser beam waist, was 7 mm in length, and was well

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the experimental demonstrator for pro-
cessing range-Doppler radar signals. PPG, pulse pattern genera-
tor; LO, local oscillator; AWG, arbitrary waveform generator;
AOM, acousto-optic modulator; BS, beam splitter; PD, photodiode;
CMR, common-mode rejection.

Fig. 3. RF spectrum analyzer trace of an intermediate-frequency
SS signal used to emulate range-Doppler transmit radar signals.
PN SS sequences were generated at 1 Gbit�s, low-pass filtered at
1 GHz, and binary phase-shift keyed onto a 1.9 GHz RF carrier.
The dotted line and W denote the 200 MHz window centered at
�2.1 GHz where a chirped pulse reads out the spectral grating
resulting from coherent integration of the transmit and receive
radar signals emulated using this RF signal.

Fig. 4. Timing diagram illustrating the generation and process-
ing of transmit and receive waveforms. The top two traces illus-
trate the internal and relative timing of the emulated transmit and
receive signals. The third trace illustrates the combined transmit
and receive RF signal that was mixed onto an optical carrier for
processing by coherent integration of S2 holographic gratings in an
optical memory crystal. The bottom trace illustrates the timing of
the Doppler compensation tones applied to the optical waveform
used to resolve Doppler shifts in the receive signal.
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separated from the volume illuminated for stabiliza-
tion of the optical carrier.

The amplitude of the resulting grating was mea-
sured as a function of frequency by scanning a portion
of the processing spectrum using a LFM optical wave-
form. This chirp was created by an acousto-optic mod-
ulator (AOM2) that was used in double-pass
configuration and driven by AWG2 at a center fre-
quency of 260 MHz for each pass. The resulting op-
tical waveform was linearly chirped over a bandwidth
of 200 MHz at a chirp rate of 3.91 MHz��s and was
centered on 520 MHz. Because the largest grating
amplitudes were near 1.9 GHz—the center of the
modulation spectrum—the chirp was shifted to a cen-
ter frequency of 2.1 GHz relative to the optical carrier
using AOM3, which was driven at 1.6 GHz by LO3.
The resulting window of the frequency scan is illus-
trated by the dotted line in Fig. 3 and denoted by W.

The chirped-pulse intensity was modulated by
variations in absorption during propagation through
the S2 grating.11,14 These variations corresponded to
the frequency and amplitude of the grating. This
time-domain mapping of the spectral grating was de-
tected by a photodiode pair—denoted as PD1 and
PD2—used in a balanced detection mode15 refer-
enced to the input chirped waveform. A common-
mode rejection circuit extracted the grating signature
from the distortions and noise present in the chirped
pulse. A Tektronix TDS3054 oscilloscope digitized the
resulting low-bandwidth electrical signals and calcu-
lated the PSD. For each Doppler bin, ten such PSDs
were collected and averaged to obtain the results de-
scribed below. The frequency range of the mean PSD
for each Doppler bin was divided by the chirp rate to
obtain the time-delay profile.

Figure 5 shows a typical time-delay profile gener-

ated with the delay between LO1 and LO2 set to
1.0 �s. Here a 1.0 kHz Doppler shift was applied to
the return signal by LO2, and this was optically com-
pensated at 1.0 kHz—the 1 kHz Doppler bin—by
AOM1 and AWG1 in combination. An �8 ns full
width at half-maximum (FWHM) is observed, which
corresponds to a range resolution of �1.2 m. This
range resolution was limited only by the chirp used
and the sampling limitations of the oscilloscope that
truncated the 200 MHz chirped readout to
�125 MHz. Work is ongoing to improve the range
resolution by extending the bandwidth of the readout
chirp beyond 1 GHz and developing custom low-
bandwidth digitizers to collect and process the entire
readout signal.

Thus a small volume of S2 material is used for each
Doppler bin to detect a single Doppler frequency with
a resolution that depends on the integration time, up
to the population lifetime limit. Resolution of a broad
range of Doppler frequencies requires a system that
simultaneously processes a large array of such volu-
metric Doppler bins. The Doppler frequencies that
such a system could detect would depend on the num-
ber of bins used. For example, with an integration
time of 1 ms, each spatial channel could have a
Doppler-shift resolution of 1 kHz, and using a PRF of
150 kHz would set the alias-free span of Doppler fre-
quencies to �150 kHz. This would require 300 spa-
tial volumes along with 300 photodetectors and
digitizers. Fortunately, each spatial volume of the S2
crystal can be quite small (e.g., a 100 �m diameter
spot over a 1 cm sample depth) and a large number of
spatial volumes can be stacked in a linear array in a
single sample of material (e.g., 2 cm wide).

These parallel spatial channels can each be ad-
dressed with an optical reference waveform that is
created by a single electro-optical modulator and then
amplified and spread in space so that each volume is

Fig. 5. Typical range profile from a single Doppler processing bin
given conventionally in terms of the delay between transmit and
receive signals. The S2 grating containing the processed range-
Doppler results was scanned using a chirped optical pulse. The
PSD of the resulting modulation on the transmitted chirp was
taken and its frequency axis was converted to time using the chirp
rate of the pulse. This profile is from the 1 kHz Doppler bin and is
for the case of a 1.0 �s return delay and a 1 kHz Doppler shift. The
�8 ns, 3 dB full-width resolution is due to the 125 MHz of spectral
grating that the PSD algorithm processed.

Fig. 6. Range-Doppler ambiguity functions for a return delay of
1.0 �s and a Doppler shift of 1.0 kHz: (a)–(c) measured (open cir-
cles) and calculated (curves) Doppler profile in the vicinity of 0.1,
1.0, and 10 kHz; (d)–(f) measured range-Doppler ambiguity func-
tions in the vicinity of 0.1, 1.0, and 10 kHz.
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programmed with an appropriate frequency-shifted
version of the reference waveform. Appropriate hard-
ware to produce a linear array of frequency-shifted
optical reference waveforms can include a moving mir-
ror, a liquid-crystal prism, or novel assemblies of
acousto-optical modulators. The optical waveform with
unknown Doppler shifts is amplified and spread to
cover and irradiate each of the spatial volumes.

In this single spatial channel demonstration, Dopp-
ler compensation was performed one frequency at a
time across the frequency band of interest; a device
that performs processing in spatially parallel chan-
nels could measure multiple Doppler shifts simulta-
neously. Here, to obtain the range-Doppler ambiguity
function, Doppler bins were measured serially using a
series of frequency shifts applied by AWG1, each with
its own multishot grating integration time. Figures

6(a)–6(c) show surface plots representing patches of
measured range-Doppler ambiguity functions for the
case of a 1 kHz applied Doppler shift. The surface
plots in Figs. 6(a)–6(c) were each compiled from 13
separate delay profiles like that shown in Fig. 5; each
range profile was obtained using different Doppler
bins spaced by 25 Hz. For example, for Fig. 6(b),
centered on 1 kHz, the Doppler bins were
850, 875, . . . 1150 Hz. Figures 6(d)–6(f) show a sub-
set of these range-Doppler data in the form of Doppler
profiles. These profiles were sliced from their parent
range-Doppler ambiguity functions along the applied
delay of 1 �s. Here the open circles represent mea-
sured grating strength while the solid curves repre-
sent the theoretical grating strength calculated from
Eq. (20).

Figures 6(b) and 6(e) demonstrate successful mea-

Fig. 7. Measured range-Doppler ambiguity functions for emulated return Doppler shifts of (a) 0.1 kHz, (b) 1 kHz, and (c) 10 kHz in the
vicinity of resolving 0.1 kHz (left), 1.0 kHz (middle), and 10 kHz (right).
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surement of a 1 kHz Doppler shift and 1 �s delay
applied to the return signals. The 3 dB Doppler res-
olution demonstrated in Figs. 6(b) and 6(e) is
�130 Hz as expected because of the �7.5 ms integra-
tion time used. Because a 1.9 GHz RF carrier was
used, this implies a target speed resolution of
�11 m�s within the unambiguous speed interval of
�7900 m�s owing to the 100 kHz PRF. The Doppler
bins at and around fC � 0.1 kHz are shown in Figs.
6(a) and 6(d), and Figs. 6(c) and 6(f) show the Doppler
bins at and around 10.0 kHz. The noise floor of the
measurements shown in Figs. 6(d) and 6(f) lies above
the predicted grating strength, but work is ongoing to
improve the SNR and lower the noise floor.

Figure 7 demonstrates detection of other applied
Doppler shifts. Figures 7(a) and 7(c) show the results
of the processing of return signals with applied Dopp-
ler shifts of 0.1 and 10.0 kHz, respectively, while Fig.
7(b) repeats the data of Figs. 6(a) and 6(c) for fD

� 1.0 kHz. Doppler profiles characteristic of target
detection appear in the Doppler bins where they are
expected.

In general, measured Doppler frequencies alias at
the PRF used, which in this case was 100 kHz. The
effect is illustrated in Fig. 8(a) where the Doppler
profile, calculated from Eq. (20), for the case of an
applied Doppler shift fD � 0.1 kHz is plotted. Note the
aliasing of the 0.1 kHz Doppler frequency to the
100.1 kHz Doppler bin. Figure 8(b) shows analogous
experimental data. Here again, the applied Doppler
shift was 0.1 kHz. The Doppler bins around 0.1, 1.0,
10.0, and 100.0 kHz were measured as usual, and the
range-Doppler ambiguity function shows strong char-
acteristic peaks both at 0.1 and at 100.1 kHz. Figure
8(c) similarly shows the case for an applied Doppler
shift fD � 100.0 kHz. In practice, such ambiguities in
the measurement of Doppler shifts and in the false

detection of targets are circumvented by use of an
agile PRF; work is ongoing to implement this in a new
demonstration platform.

The width of the Doppler ambiguity functions
shown in Figs. 6–8 depends on integration time. Fig-
ure 9 illustrates this effect. The four panels show
measured grating amplitude as a function of inte-
grated shots for four Doppler bins at and near the
applied Doppler frequency; specifically, �fC � fD�
� 0, 100, 200, and 300 Hz. Note that the four Dopp-
ler bins are nearly indistinguishable up through in-
tegration of �100 shots �1 ms�. The similar grating
strengths across the four bins for J(100 show that
the linear phase slippage between the frequency-
compensated replica transmit signals and the
Doppler-shifted return signals is negligible. Thus the
Doppler profile would be so broad as not to be resolv-
able.

However, by integrating �330 shots �3.3 ms�, a
phase slippage of 2� and thus a null in grating am-
plitude is obtained when the frequency difference be-
tween the replica transmit and Doppler-shifted
return is 300 Hz. This leftmost null in the 300 Hz
panel corresponds to the null between the central
lobe and the first sidelobe in the Doppler function.
Integrating more shots ��440� causes the grating
amplitude to regain strength when the frequency dif-
ference is 300 Hz but causes this first null to slide
closer to the center of the Doppler profile as shown in
the 200 Hz panel. Finally, integrating �670 shots
produces a second null when the frequency difference

Fig. 8. Measured range-Doppler ambiguity functions showing
aliasing due to a PRF of 100 kHz for a (a) calculated Doppler profile
showing a 0.1 kHz return and its aliasing to 100.1 kHz, (b) exper-
imental observation of a 0.1 kHz return, resolved at both 0.1 and
100.1 kHz. (c) Experimental observation for a 100 kHz return,
resolved at 100 kHz and aliased to 0 kHz.

Fig. 9. Grating amplitude buildup as a function of shots (a shot
occurred every 10 �s) for four Doppler bins at 0, 100, 200, and
300 Hz. Each panel is labeled to identify the frequency difference
between the return Doppler shift and the Doppler bin frequency.
Grating amplitudes were both measured experimentally (filled cir-
cles) and calculated with Eq. (20) (solid curves).
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is 300 Hz; this corresponds to the null between the
first and second sidelobes of the Doppler profile func-
tion. This illustrates the importance of integrating
over time to resolve the speed of the target. Differ-
ences between experiment and theory are possibly
due to saturation of the atomic transitions, popula-
tion decay effects, and phase noise on the laser.

5. Summary

The ability of spatial–spectral optical memory mate-
rials to perform range-Doppler correlative processing
has been theoretically analyzed and experimentally
demonstrated. Radar transmit signals were emu-
lated using 1 GHz bandwidth pseudonoise spread-
spectrum waveforms that were binary phase-shift
keyed onto a 1.9 GHz RF carrier. A delayed and
Doppler-shifted replica of the transmit signals emu-
lated the target returns. Range-Doppler correlative
processing was performed in a Tm:YAG crystal with-
out using RF downconversion stages or high-speed
analog-to-digital converters. Return delays were re-
solved down to �8 ns and Doppler shifts were re-
solved down to 130 Hz. The 1.9 GHz RF carrier and
1 GHz bandwidth waveforms used were limited only
by available hardware, while currently available S2
materials offer bandwidths exceeding 20 GHz.

We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of
the Montana Board of Research and Commercializa-
tion Technology under grant 03-08.
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